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EOS M and EOS R Full Frame mirrorless ranges deliver the power of DSLR in the body of a compact
camera. Register your product and opt in for exclusive offers and discounts. EOS M and EOS R Full
Frame mirrorless ranges deliver the power of DSLR in the body of a compact camera. Customisation
available via AE Lock Button Not all functions of the Canon EXseries flashes are supported. Varies
depending on the subject, memory card brand and capacity, image recording quality, ISO speed,
drive mode, Picture Style, Custom functions etc. Not all functions of the Canon EXseries flashes are
supported. Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you
make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions
opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. If you
reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods and will depend on when
your payment clears opens in a new window or tab. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn
More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in
a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab See the sellers listing for full details.
Youre covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as described in
the listing. Find out more about your rights as a buyer opens in a new window or tab and exceptions
opens in a new window or tab. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a
postage method to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 7. Expected dispatch time may vary and is based on sellers order cutoff time. We may
receive commission if your application for credit is
successful.http://iberville-llc.com/userfiles/crate-cfs2-manual.xml

canon tx-4000 manual, canon pro 4000 manual pdf, canon 4000 manual, canon pro
4000 manual, canon imageprograf 4000 manual, canon eos 4000d manual, canon
dm-4000 manual, canon pixma g4000 manual, canon uc4000 manual, canon a 4000
manual, canon a4000 manual, canon a400 manual.

Terms and conditions apply. Subject to credit approval. We may receive commission if your
application for credit is successful. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and
AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. This page requires Javascript. Modify your browsers
settings to allow Javascript to execute. See your browsers documentation for specific instructions.
The EOS 4000D cameras 9point AF system incorporates a single center crosstype AF point ensures
accurate focus whether the camera is oriented in portrait or landscape position. The AI Servo AF for
faster tracking and more accurate results. The EOS 4000D is bulitin WiFi for instantly share images
and remote control. Leave a Comment Cancel reply Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. It can be calculated with the following formulaIts slightly
higher Sensor resolution is used in pixel pitch, pixel area, and pixel density formula. For sake of
simplicity, were going to calculate it in 3 stages.Its usually 1.33 43 or 1.5 32, but not always.
Sortimentet med kompakta EOS M och EOS Rsystemkameror i fullformat ger kraften hos en
spegelreflexkamera i ett kompakt kamerahus. Register your product and opt in for exclusive offers
and discounts. La gama de camaras mirrorless Full Frame EOS M y EOS R ofrece la potencia de una
reflex en el cuerpo de una camara compacta. Register your product and opt in for exclusive offers
and discounts Obten mas informacion sobre el uso de cookies y cambia la configuracion de estas
aqui. Al pulsar Acepto o continuar navegando por nuestra pagina web, aceptas el uso de cookies en
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tu dispositivo. Please try again.Please try again.Then you can start reading Kindle books on your
smartphone, tablet, or computer no Kindle device
required.http://gorod-tvoy.ru/data/dungeons-and-dragons-dungeon-master-manual-pdf.xml

Register a free business account If you are a seller for this product, would you like to suggest
updates through seller support To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by
star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
The live view size is 960 x 640. Camera Settings Dragonframe controls the Canon EOS 4000D ISO,
shutter speed, aperture with digital lens, image quality, and size. Manual Lens to Avoid Flicker To
avoid flicker that can be caused by electronically controlled aperture lenses, please use a manual
Nikon lens D series. Learn More about Aperture Flicker However, we recommend you use a manual
aperture lens as described above. Otherwise it can interfere with the USB connection. Connect your
camera to the computer with an appropriate USB cable. EOS M and EOS R Full Frame mirrorless
ranges deliver the power of DSLR in the body of a compact camera. Enjoy guided Live View shooting
with Creative Auto mode and add unique finishes with Creative Filters. Add lenses and accessories
or take manual control when you’re ready. Based on Canon’s research. EOS M og EOS Rserierne af
spejllose fullframekameraer leverer samme styrke som et digitalt spejlreflekskamera i et kompakt
kamera. Register your product and opt in for exclusive offers and discounts Fa mere at vide om
vores brug af cookies og rediger dine cookieindstillinger her. Du accepterer vores brug af cookies pa
din enhed ved at fortstte med at bruge vores webside eller ved at klikke pa Jeg accepterer. Det tager
1 minut og vil hjlpe os med at forbedre vores supportwebsted. Page 3 Install the Printer Assemble
the StandPage 4 Turn On the Printer 4 5Page 5 a Peel off the tape affixed to the carriage, and then
pull the protective a Close the top cover. Install the Ink TanksThe PRO2000 and PRO4000 use 12 ink
tanks, and.

Page 7 7 8 9Page 8 Install the Print Head Install the Print HeadLoad the paper for adjustment.Page
10 Perform Print Head Adjustment and Select the Connection Method on the PRO2000 Perform
Print Head Adjustment and Select the Connection Method on thePage 11 Select the Connection
Method and Perform Print Head Adjustment on the PRO4000, PRO4000S, and PRO6000S Select the
Connection Method and Perform Print Head Adjustment on the. PRO4000, PRO40008, and
PRO60008The printer connection settings and software installation are performed using a computer.
However, if. Page 13 Store Accessories in the Pockets Configure Wireless LAN Settings on the
Printer. Page 14 Responding to Messages g How to Display the Online Manuals. Online Manual that
describes how to use the printer in detail is published. They will be updated as soon as possible. The
4000D can also offer short bursts at up to 3 fps for fleeting moments. Like others at this level in
Canon’s lineup, the viewfinder autofocus consists of a 9point AF system with a single crosstype
sensor at the center. In addition to the usual auto and semiauto exposure.To learn more about
cookies, including how to disable them, view our Cookie Policy. I Accept Decline. Feb 26, 2018 It
features a 9point AF system with a crosstype sensor at the center. The 4000d uses a 2.7inch,
230,000dot LCD or, of course, an optical viewfinder. It features a host of scene modes, including a
Scene Intelligent Auto mode, plus numerous creative filters. Full HD can be captured at 30p, 25 or
24p. The 4000D also has WiFi for sharing images via Canons Camera Connect app. Shedding some
light on the sources of noise. Quick startup Mode ON For both TWAIN and WIAPlease contact your
sales representative for further informationPlease contact your sales representative for further
information.The test methodology is defined by Energy Star .

Includes PDF creation, annotation and compression capabilities for simple digital workflows such as
proofing and authorisation The pack includes the Common Criteria level EAL3 certified Canon MFP
security kit 2.00. Mirroring copies all data in real time, providing a highly reliable backup. Below
you can see the latest models in this series and how their main specs have changed with each new
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version. There are also 88 lenses with weather sealing for 4000D but bear in mind that 4000D body
doesnt have weather sealings. Canon M6 MII with its 33.0MP sensor is leading in this class. Check
the comparison of Canon 4000D vs Canon M6 MII or take a look at Highest resolution DSLR
cameras list. If you shoot under these conditions very often, consider checking Top DSLR Cameras
with Weather Sealing page. The viewfinder has a coverage of 95%. 95% coverage means that what
you see in your viewfinder while shooting will slightly be different from the actual image. Check the
comparison of Canon 4000D vs Pentax Kx or take a look at Longest Battery Life DSLR cameras list.
But if you are after the highest resolution videos available, see our list of Top Cameras with 4K
UltraHD Video. 4000D has a builtin Stereo microphone and a Mono speaker. Canon 4000D doesnt
have any connections for external microphones and headphones. If you need a DSLR camera with
external microphone connectivity, consider Pentax K3 or Sony SLTA77 in a similar price range. The
AF system has 9 points to choose from. Canon 4000D also features Face detection AF where it
intelligently detects the faces in the frame and locks the focus automatically. If Portrait is important
for you, we recommend you to check our Top DSLR Cameras for Portrait Photography list. If Street
is important for you, we recommend you to check our Top DSLR Cameras for Street Photography
list. If you are looking for a camera that is better suited to Sports Photography, we recommend you
to check our Top 10 DSLR Cameras for Sports Photography list.

If you are looking for a camera that is better suited to Daily Photography, we recommend you to
check our Top 10 DSLR Cameras for Daily Photography list. If Landscape is important for you, we
recommend you to check our Top DSLR Cameras for Landscape Photography list. In the Bubble
chart below, you can see Overall Score vs Price comparison of 4000D and the top 10 contenders in
the same range. Hover your mouse on the bubbles to see the details of the cameras.Below we have
listed 4 highest ranked Mirrorless cameras in Canon 4000Ds price range. Additionally, this model
offers a builtin color densitometer that uses a threecolor LED and condenser lens to ensure peak
performance. This design also means that there is no switching required when working with matte
black or photo black inks. Additionally, this model offers a builtin color densitometer that uses a
threecolor LED and condenser lens to ensure peak performance.An integrated 320GB hard drive
furthers the units capabilities by allowing it to work with large documents easily. Additionally, this
printer has wired and wireless networking thanks to both Ethernet and WiFi connectivity and it has
USB 2.0 for a simple connection to a computer. 12Color LUCIA PRO Ink Set Using a twelvecolor
system of pigmentbased inks as well as a Chroma Optimizer, this set will deliver vivid images with
clear details along with enhanced gloss uniformity, improved scratch resistance, better reproduction
of dark areas, and reduced graininess. For improved performance, this system uses twelve channels
with twelve colors, resulting in fast print speeds and no ink switching required when working with
both matte and glossy media. The print head is also wider than earlier models, allowing for the
printer to only need one and achieve a more compact design.

LCOA PRO HighSpeed Image Processing Engine Utilizing three processing chips, the PRO4000 can
precisely manage large image files and control ink layout for optimal performance and
highresolution prints. Color Calibration Featuring an integrated color densitometer with a threecolor
LED and a condenser lens, users will be able to recalibrate the PRO4000 at nearly any time to
ensure consistently colored prints. The Device Management Console software furthers your abilities
by enabling calibrations and checking of print statuses of up to 50 units from a remote location.
Optional Multifunction Roll System This optional system enables a second roll of media to be loaded
or to set up a bidirectional media takeup unit. The dualroll feeding mechanism allows media of
different types or sizes to be loaded at once for fast swapping or simply having two of the same rolls
for highvolume jobs. A bidirectional rewinding method allows users to set up the second roll as a
takeup unit and users can choose whether the printed surface is on the inside or outside of the roll.
USB Direct Printing An accessible USB port permits the use of a thumb drive for direct printing of
PDF and JPG files without the use of a computer. SubInk Tank System and LargeCapacity Cartridges



The SubInk Tank System lets users squeeze every last drop of ink in the tank before needing to
replace it, also enabling cartridge swaps in the middle of job without any issues. The PRO4000 also
accepts largecapacity cartridges from the PFI1100, PFI1300, and PFI1700 series with capacities of
160mL, 330mL, and 700mL, respectively. Multipositional Basket The basket can be freely adjusted
as a catch basket, for flatbed stacking, and as a slope for print display. 320GB Hard Drive Holds job
data in protected storage to alleviate the workload on the PC or Mac and allows for easy access from
remote workstations.

Print Studio Pro Software Produce largeformat photographic prints with ease with Print Studio Pro
software which helps streamline your workflow. This 16bit software is compatible with Digital Photo
Professional, Adobe Photoshop, and Adobe Lightroom and features roll paper preview mode,
contrast reproduction, batch edits, Favorites settings, and the ability to print multiple images on one
page. Bundled Software and Tools The PRO4000 comes with a variety of software and management
toolsLet us know YOUR RECENTLY VIEWED ITEMS Browsing History ON Clear History Not
responsible for typographical or illustrative errors. When you purchase through links on our site, we
may earn an affiliate commission. Learn more Over time, we would expect the 4000D’s price to fall
to perhaps the lowest point ever for a Canon DSLR, but there is a downside. To achieve these prices
Canon has resorted to relatively old technology, lowspec autofocus and cheap kit lenses. These two
cameras have broadly similar specifications, but differ in some important key details. It’s easiest to
think of the EOS 4000D as a whole new model with whole new levels of economy, and the EOS
2000D as an improved replacement for Canon’s previous cheapest model, the EOS 1300D aka Rebel
T6. Here, we focus on the former of the two. So does the EOS 4000Ds knockdown price make it the
best cheap camera you can buy. The specs are basic, but adequate for beginners in DSLR
photography. Unlike the 24.1MP EOS 2000D, however, Canon has opted for an 18MP APSC sensor
here. The rear screen on the EOS 4000D also measures 2.7in size and has a very basic 230kdot
resolution, against the 3in 920kdot screen of its sibling. The camera has been designed with WiFi,
though without NFC, and while it can shoot unlimited JPEGs, it can only capture six Raw files in a
burst. Its offered with an 1855mm III kit lens that has no image stabilisation, one that sadly doesnt
employ Canon’s quiet USM or STM autofocus motors.

The EOS 4000D has a very similar size and weight to its EOS 2000D launch partner. Its plastic
construction isn’t a problem, though. In fact, the simplified controls and rounded contours make it
quite pleasing to handle. The camera could, however, leave existing Canon owners confused because
there’s no separate power switch. Once you know where it is, of course, it’s not a problem, but it is a
sign of the rather deliberate costcutting in this entrylevel camera’s design. Another is the plastic
lens mounting plate. That said, it’s unlikely EOS 4000D users will be the sort of photographers who
do a lot of lens changing if they do, they’re probably ready to upgrade to a new camera, so wear
probably won’t be an issue, but it’s an unexpected little feature of this camera nonetheless. The
small rear screen and its low resolution have a somewhat jarring effect too. There’s one more thing.
If you’re waiting for the flash to pop up on the EOS 4000D when you’re shooting in full auto mode in
low light, you’re going to be waiting a long time. On this model you have to pull the flash up
manually when you want to use it. Overall, controls are basic but effective. Canon has always been
good at making its entrylevel DSLRs simple on the outside but still with enough direct access to
camera settings and controls to keep up with owners as they develop their skills and technical
knowhow. On one level, the EOS 4000D performs perfectly well. As an introduction to DSLR
photography, it provides all you need a decent sensor and enough manual control to help you
develop your skills. On a Mac or PC Click the toprighthand corner to enlarge the image But there
are some issues. First, it doesnt use Canon’s sensorbased Dual Pixel CMOS AF phasedetection
autofocus technology, so that in Live View mode you have to rely instead on a simpler and older
contrastdetectbased autofocus. This is much slower, though it is more usable if the camera’s lens
has a fast, uptodate autofocus mechanism.



On a Mac or PC Click the toprighthand corner to enlarge the image Unfortunately, the kit lens
supplied with the camera does not. As a result, focusing in Live View mode is slow, hesitant and
pretty noisy. That’s not necessarily a problem if you’re using a tripod, but it makes handheld Live
View photography quite frustrating. On a Mac or PC Click the toprighthand corner to enlarge the
image Worse yet, the camera doesnt offer continuous autofocus during filming. For anyone
upgrading from a smartphone or a compact camera, this will be an unpleasant surprise. It’s true that
experienced videographers will often prefer manual focus, but it’s not something a beginner will
expect. On a Mac or PC Click the toprighthand corner to enlarge the image The inexpensive kit lens
delivers pretty disappointing results, too. Its sharp enough for the job, but produces large amounts
of chromatic aberration towards the edges of the frame and it’s not easy to get rid of in software
either. Overall, while the EOS 4000D is capable of capturing goodquality images, its standard kit
lens won’t show its full potential. Signaltonoise ratio Raw The 18MP sensor in the EOS 4000D is
showing its age. Despite having a lower pixel count than the EOS 2000D, it’s still a bit noisier across
the ISO range. Dynamic range Raw Again, the age of the EOS 4000D’s sensor works against it. The
dynamic range tops out at round 11EV, which is on the low side by modern standards. Resolution
Raw, ISO 200 The 18MP resolution shows its limits, with resolving power that’s at the low end of the
spectrum for this kind of camera. Colour error It’s good news here for the EOS 4000D, which
returns with a relatively low colour error in our lab tests. Verdict Everyone loves a bargain, and
there’s no denying that the EOS 4000D represents great value for money. Over time, we would
expect the EOS 4000D’s price to fall to perhaps the lowest point ever for a Canon DSLR, but there is
a downside.

To achieve these prices Canon has resorted to relatively old technology, lowspec autofocus and
cheap kit lenses. Nikon D3400 Nikons entrylevel offering boasts a 24MP sensor and a better LCD
screen than the EOS 4000Ds, together with 5fps burst shooting and an 11fps AF system.You will
receive a verification email shortly. Please refresh the page and try again. You can unsubscribe at
any time and well never share your details without your permission. Visit our corporate site. New
York. Spiegellose EOS M APSC und EOS R Vollformatkameras bieten die Leistung einer DSLR im
Gehause einer Kompaktkamera. Sie suchen einen Drucker fur Ihr Buro Register your product and
opt in for exclusive offers and discounts Sehen Sie sich die haufig gestellten Fragen an Erfahre mehr
uber unsere Verwendung von Cookies und andere deine CookieEinstellungen hier. Du stimmst
unserer Verwendung von Cookies auf deinem Gerat zu, indem du weiterhin unsere Webseite
verwendest, oder per Klick auf Annehmen. Learn More As it stands, you can pick up the older 1300D
at a cheaper price, but whether Canon will keep that in the lineup too much longer remains to be
seen. After a while on the market, the price of the 4000D may also dip below the 1300D. As such, the
design and features are about as basic you can get. Having to select your shooting mode every time
you want to use the camera is a little tiresome, and can also result in choosing the wrong shooting
mode when rotating the dial a little too quickly. Still, every little helps when it comes to cutting
costs. This presumably means that Canon can insert generic buttons here, again keeping the cost to
a minimum. The buttons are laid out sensibly as a whole, giving you direct access to certain
functions, such as ISO, drive mode, white balance and so on. The 2000D uses a higherresolution
24.1 megapixel device, while the 4000D sticks with an 18megapixel sensor, such as that found in the
1300D.

18 megapixels is more than enough for most uses, however, so don’t get too hung up on that.
Another similarity with the 2000D is the same 9point AF system. Again, this is one of Canon’s older
AF systems which gets the job done, but doesn’t exactly sparkle compared to newer systems,
including Canon’s own excellent dualpixel CMOS AF. Use it to know whether you’ve managed to hit
the shutter button, but don’t expect to discover how sharp your critical focus is. Obviously you’re not
going to get touchsensitivity, or any kind of movement with a screen like this, with cost the main
priority here. While you’ll still find plenty of optical viewfinder diehards, this particular one offers



just 95% coverage of the frame. In real terms, this might mean something peeps into the edges of
your frame without you realising. It’s worth keeping an eye on, but it’s not a deal breaker.All of the
AF points are clustered around the centre of the frame, so be prepared to focus and recompose if
your subject is lying on the perimeters. The other focus points do a good enough job of locking onto
subjects in good lighting conditions, though. That should be more than enough to last you a full day,
and beats the majority of entrylevel compact system cameras. Still, it doesn’t come particularly close
to the Nikon D3400’s 1200shot battery life, something to consider if you’re a supersnapper. Here are
some shots which show exactly what this camera is capable of. Full HD video is available, which is
suitable for those looking to record home movies and so on, but it’s unlikely to be an appealing body
for videographers. Even shooting with the kit lens results in pleasing shallow depth of field effects.
You’ll need to use higher ISO settings in lowlight scenarios to compensate for this issue or invest in
a more expensive image stabilised lens. But if this dog were to suddenly shoot off, you’d have far
less chance of getting a sharp shot.

It’s hard to recommend the 4000D over other entrylevel cameras, aside from the fact that it’s
available for a cheap price, getting you a camera and a lens for less than 370. Considering the
1300D is better than the 4000D in pretty much every way, you’d be far better off buying that if your
budget is tight. Don’t assume that because the 4000D is newer, you’ll be better off getting that. If
you can possibly save up a little more money and invest in the 2000D, or better yet, the 200D or
800D, you’ll probably find your money is better spent. You may also want to consider investing the
same kind of money into something second hand. For your money you get a 24.2 megapixel APSC
sensor, a handy guide mode perfect for beginners, 5fps continuous shooting, bluetooth connectivity
and excellent battery life. We use industry standard tests in order to compare features properly.
We’ll always tell you what we find. We never, ever accept money to review a product. Too much light
results in a washed out photo overexposed. Too little light and the photo will be too dark
underexposed. A cameras Aperture, Shutter Speed and ISO settings directly affect exposure, but
more importantly, they allow you to control how each photo will look. Great for portraits. Perfect for
landscape shots. The Shutter Speed setting controls how long the shutter opens to expose the image
sensor to that light. Open it for just a millisecond and you can freeze a fast moving subject.
Alternatively, you can show the movement of a fast moving subject by keeping it open longer with a
slow shutter speed. Great for stunning images of streams and waterfalls. Perfect for sports action
shots. On a bright sunny day too much light hitting the sensor can cause an overexposure so make it
less sensitive with a low ISO number. If your shooting conditions are dark the sensor needs to detect
more light so increase its sensitivity with a higher ISO. High ISO will cause grainyness so as a rule
use the lowest ISO possible.

The photo effects you want to achieve with the aperture and shutter speed will impact the amount of
light reaching the sensor, so use the ISO to adjust its sensitivity and get a good exposure. Low ISO is
ideal for shots under bright sunlight. High ISO is ideal for night photography. At a glance it tells you
how your exposure will turn out based on the Aperture, Shutter Speed and ISO settings. A well
exposed shot lines up right down the centre at zero. An underexposed shot too little light falls left of
centre and an overexposed shot too much light falls right of centre. Use the Exposure Meter as a
guide only, exposure is a matter of personal preference so dont be affraid to wander off of zero.
Because It Counts is a registered trademark of Canon Canada Inc. All other referenced product
names and marks are trademarks of their respective owners. Reproduction in whole or in part
without permission is prohibited. All images and footage on this site are the legal property of Canon
Canada Inc. CCI and may not be copied or used without CCI consent.Exposure is controlled by three
elements ISO, Aperture and Shutter Speed Low ISO is not very sensitive and good for sunny days
when you don’t need a lot of light captured.If you need a lot of light you want to have a big opening a
low aperture. Measured in Fstops and often referred to as such. A low number gives you a large lens
opening. A high number gives you a smaller lens opening. DepthofField DOF is affected by Aperture.



A wider or longer DOF can be achieved by a higher Aperture setting. This will bring more of the area
bracketing your subject into focus. If you change the aperture, or the light level changes, the shutter
speed changes automatically. Saturated colours are called vivid, strong, or deep. Desaturated
colours are called dull, weak, or washed out. Cras placerat, erat ut convallis eleifend, dolor massa
mollis lorem, id imperdiet felis massa a nunc. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet.

Click the button below and set a password via email to log in.Start here Before you can start, you
must first make the camera ready for use. In this article you will read step by step how to do this.
You can also read how to shoot the first images. Often there is some tension on the battery that is
supplied. If you want to be sure of a charged battery, first charge it completely. You place the
battery in the opening at the bottom of the device. Open the cover and place the contacts of the
battery on the contacts that you find in the opening. You do this on a memory card. The camera also
always needs a memory card to take pictures. In the same opening where you placed the battery,
you also insert the memory card. If all goes well, the card only fits in one way. Press it until you hear
a click. Then close the cover again. You have to put these together yourself. Remove the cap from
the body and place it with the opening facing down on the table. You also remove the rear cap of the
lens. Place the lens with the white tip exactly on the same white tip that is also on the body.
Assemble the parts until you hear a click. Time to turn it on. You do this by turning the dial that is on
top of the camera. This is the big button with all positions. When the position is turned to the white
line to the left of the turning wheel, the camera is on. The same applies to the other positions.
Finally, remove the lens cap from the lens. Now you are going to take a picture. You do this with the
button on top of the camera, on the right. By pressing the button halfway, the camera focuses on the
subject. You will hear a sound as soon as the image is sharp. Then press the button more firmly. To
the right of the screen you will find a square with a triangle in it. Click here to view your photo. Turn
the camera off first. You do this by turning the off option to the white line via the dial. Then place the
lens cap back on the lens. It is best to remove the battery from the device.


